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 Numerous research works have been put forward over the years to advance 

the field of facial expression recognition which until today, is still considered 

a challenging task. The selection of image color space and the use of facial 

alignment as preprocessing steps may collectively pose a significant impact 

on the accuracy and computational cost of facial emotion recognition, which 

is crucial to optimize the speed-accuracy trade-off. This paper proposed a deep 

learning-based facial emotion recognition pipeline that can be used to predict 

the emotion of detected face regions in video sequences. Five well-known 
state-of-the-art convolutional neural network architectures are used for 

training the emotion classifier to identify the network architecture which gives 

the best speed-accuracy trade-off. Two distinct facial emotion training 

datasets are prepared to investigate the effect of image color space and facial 
alignment on the performance of facial emotion recognition. Experimental 

results show that training a facial expression recognition model with 

grayscale-aligned facial images is preferable as it offers better recognition 

rates with lower detection latency. The lightweight MobileNet_v1 is identified 
as the best-performing model with WM=0.75 and RM=160 as its hyper-

parameters, achieving an overall accuracy of 86.42% on the testing video 

dataset. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Nonverbal components convey two-thirds of human communication [1]. Facial expression is one of 

the most effective non-verbal channels that helps people understand the internal emotions and intentions of 

others. Research on facial expression understanding has gathered significant attention over the years in both 

the research and industrial communities due to its great potential in many important technological applications 

such as computer animations, human-computer interaction, fatigue measurement, and crowd analytics. There 

are six basic emotional expressions that are considered universal among human beings regardless of different 

cultures and ethnicities, namely anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise [2]. Existing facial 

emotion recognition techniques mainly focus on classifying the six basic expressions together with an additional 

“neutral” class. One popular approach is to follow the facial action coding system (FACS) [3] which estimates 

facial emotions based on the activation of different sets of action units (AU). There are also dimensional 

approaches that treat facial expressions as regression in the Arousal-Valence space to represent different 

emotional states [4]. 

In general, existing facial expression recognition (FER) algorithms are made up of three main 

modules, namely face/landmark detection, facial feature extraction, and facial expression classification. In this 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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context, FER algorithms can be divided into two groups depending on the nature of extracted facial features, 

either handcrafted or generated through the feature-learning process of deep neural networks. In conventional 

FER algorithms, handcrafted facial features are extracted from the detected face region, and pretrained facial 

expression classifier such as AdaBoost, k-nearest neighbor, and support vector machine (SVM) is used to 

estimate the emotions based on the extracted features. The handcrafted features can be geometric features (i.e., 

a feature vector is constructed based on the relationship between facial components), appearance features (i.e., 

a feature vector is formed by extracting image features from global face region or specific face regions with 

higher levels of importance for FER), or a combination of both. In [5], the position and angle of 52 facial 

landmark points are used as geometric features to construct the feature vector for the training classifier. The 

angle and Euclidean distance between each pair of landmark points are calculated for each frame and subtracted 

from the corresponding angle and distance in the first frame of a video sequence. Two types of classification 

methods, namely multi-class AdaBoost and SVM, are used for facial emotion recognition. 

For appearance features, Happy et al. [6] proposed the use of a local binary pattern (LBP) histogram 

extracted from the global face region as feature vectors to be utilized for classifying facial emotions through 

principal component analysis (PCA). Nonetheless, this method experienced accuracy degradation due to its 

inability to reflect local variations of facial components in feature vectors. The fact that different face regions 

have varying importance levels in facial expression analysis (e.g., eyes and mouth carry richer visual 

information for FER as compared to forehead and cheek) is leveraged by Benitez-Quiroz et al. [7] , who divided 

the human face region into several domain-specific local regions via incremental search technique and 

extracted the region-specific appearance features. Such an approach can effectively reduce the dimensions of 

resulting feature vectors while achieving significant improvement in FER accuracy. In certain cases, like [8] 

and [9], the hybrid of geometric and appearance features is found to complement each other's weaknesses and 

produce better recognition results than their standalone counterpart. Commonly, conventional approaches are 

known to be less computationally intensive as compared to deep learning-based approaches and therefore, 

preferable for applications that need real-time performance in the embedded system environment. However, 

since both the design of the feature extraction process and classifiers are manually and separately done by the 

programmer/engineer, it is not possible to jointly optimize the two processes for performance improvement. 

Furthermore, the majority of these handcrafted features are FER application-specific and have relatively poor 

generalizability in environmental conditions with large variations in lighting, subjects’ ethnicity, and image 

resolution.  

The advancement of deep learning (DL) algorithms such as convolutional neural networks (CNN) and 

recurrent neural networks (RNN) over the years has brought great breakthroughs to various computer vision 

applications, including object classification, face detection, scene understanding, and FER. Unlike 

conventional approaches which exhibit the deficiency of feature confusion between facial expression and facial 

identity due to handcrafted features [9], the feature-learning architecture of the deep neural network is able to 

overcome such confusion and therefore achieve better generalizability in FER. The use of CNN in FER can 

enable end-to-end learning directly from the input facial images, thus greatly reducing or totally removing the 

dependency on physics-based models and other pre-processing methods that are often found in conventional 

FER approaches. The capability and potential of neural networks in detecting emotions have been demonstrated 

by Breuer and Kimmel [10] who adopted CNN visualization techniques to understand a trained model with 

different FER datasets. In [11], two different CNNs namely the deep temporal appearance network and deep 

temporal geometric network are used to extract appearance features and geometric features from the image 

sequences and facial landmark points respectively. A joint fine-tuning method is introduced to integrate the 

two networks for improving the FER performance. Other than that, unified deep neural networks called deep 

regions and multi-label learning (DRML) networks were introduced by Zhao et al. [12] for multi-label AU 

detection with a newly proposed region layer. The purpose of the region layer is to capture local appearance 

changes of different facial regions which have been proven to provide unique cues for recognizing AUs and 

holistic expressions [13]. The resulting end-to-end trainable network is able to automatically learn feature 

representations that are invariant to changes inherent within a local facial region.   

Both the aforementioned works either employ existing CNNs with modifications or formulate new 

CNN architecture and use them directly for FER. However, a major drawback of such approaches is that CNN 

can only be used for spatial feature extraction in input data but is unable to reflect the temporal relations 

between facial components in frame sequences. More recent works have proposed the use of a hybrid approach 

that combines CNN with long short-term memory (LSTM) to jointly extract spatial features of individual 

frames and temporal features of frame sequences. LSTM is a special type of RNN with a chain-like structure 

that uses short-term memory to overcome the long-term dependency problem in RNN. Kim et al. [14] proposed 

a spatio-temporal feature representation learning method that utilizes representative expression states (i.e., 

onset, apex and offset of facial expressions) to achieve FER that is robust against expression intensity 

variations. The spatial facial feature representations of the expression-state frames are learned using a CNN 
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and the resulting spatial features are forwarded to an LSTM to extract the temporal characteristics of facial 

expressions. The proposed method is evaluated with extensive experiments on both deliberate expression and 

micro-expression datasets and demonstrated better FER rates than previous state-of-the-art deep learning-based 

methods. Hasani and Mahoor [15] explored the spatial and temporal relations within facial images in video 

frames with a 3D Inception-ResNet architecture concatenated with an LSTM unit. To emphasize the 

importance of key facial components that contribute more significantly to facial expressions, facial landmark 

points are included as inputs to the network. A multi-angle optimal pattern-based deep learning method is 

recently proposed [16] to tackle the challenge of sudden illumination changes and find the proper alignment of 

feature sets with multi-angle-based optimal configurations. Extended boundary background subtraction is 

carried out to isolate foreground regions from facial images which minimizes illumination and pose variation. 

The texture patterns and relevant facial features are then extracted, and the facial expressions are predicted 

with an LSTM-CNN. 

Many of the aforementioned hybrid approaches have achieved significant performance improvement 

as compared to ordinary CNN-based approaches by exploiting the expression dynamics (i.e., spatio-temporal 

features) in facial expressions. On the other hand, these deep learning-based FER approaches require a large 

amount of training image data in order to extract optimal facial emotion features. More importantly, deep 

learning-based approaches inevitably consume much higher computational power when compared to 

conventional approaches regardless of the training or testing process. As such, it is a research challenge to 

lower the computational cost of such approaches, especially during inferencing time meanwhile preserving 

their superiority in recognition accuracy. 

 

 

2. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

The dynamic pattern of facial expressions is comprised of three phases, namely onset (i.e., the 

beginning of an expression), peak (a.k.a. peak, the maximum intensity of an expression), and offset (i.e., the 

moment when an expression disappears). On many occasions, the changes in facial expressions from the onset 

phase to the offset phase happen just in a short period of time, thus making the process of real-time facial 

expression recognition a very challenging task [17]. With the rapid advancements of deep neural networks 

(DNN) in recent years, the use of deep learning approaches in the field of facial emotion recognition has 

become increasingly popular as they produce more promising results with higher accuracy and reliability. 

Compared to conventional approaches which use self-engineered image features to train the emotion classifier, 

DNN-based approaches are able to harvest richer and more discriminative image features in the human face, 

thus allowing the trained classifier to learn a better interpretation of different facial expressions. 

In this paper, a facial emotion recognition pipeline is formulated by concatenating a pre-trained face 

detector with a fine-tuned DNN-based facial emotion classifier. An intermediate face alignment stage is 

incorporated in between the face detection and emotion classification stages to obtain a canonical alignment of 

the detected face before it is forwarded to the classifier. Several well-known and state-of-the-art CNN 

architectures are used for the training process of emotion classifiers to identify the network architecture which 

gives the best speed-accuracy trade-off. In addition, two different facial emotion datasets (i.e., unaligned color 

images versus aligned grayscale images) are prepared and trained with the best-performed network architecture 

to investigate the effects of colors and uniformity of facial images on the resulting recognit ion accuracy. Both 

image and video-based evaluations are carried out with isolated testing datasets to assess the recognition rate 

of the proposed facial emotion recognition system. Evaluation results show that the use of aligned grayscale 

images as a training dataset yields higher accuracy particularly in the video-based evaluation and the 

lightweight MobileNet [18] is identified as the network architecture which provides the best speed-accuracy 

trade-off. The obtained results allow future FER applications to be made more cost-effective (i.e., with lower 

computational cost) while still capable of providing real-time performance. 

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

3.1. Dataset preparation & model training 

Two distinct facial image training datasets are prepared by the authors to examine the influence of 

image colors and facial alignment on the recognition accuracy of the resulting FER models. A total of six 

publicly available face emotion datasets are utilized to form the two training datasets, namely Facial Expression 

Recognition (FER-2013) dataset [19], EMOTIC dataset [20], Indian Movie Face Database (IMFDB) [21], 

KDEF and AKDEF datasets [22], [23], Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset (CK+) [24] and BAUM-2 dataset [25]. 

Each of the six datasets is annotated with the six basic facial expressions. In order to mitigate the dataset bias 

problem, the authors manually screen through all the datasets to eliminate facial images that are mislabeled 

and those images that show nuanced expressions (i.e., only facial images that exhibit an emotion explicitly are 
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preserved). To further improve the uniformity of facial images in each emotion class, images with partially 

visible faces (e.g., the left half of the face, and upper half of the face) are also omitted. 

Due to the huge unbalance in the image number of the six emotion classes, the resulting training image 

datasets are only made up of three emotion classes, namely angry, happy and sad that have a relatively higher 

and closer number of images with respect to each other. This step is taken to avoid the possible problem of the 

trained model's overfitting on the emotions with more image samples that would deteriorate the recognition 

accuracy. The first facial image training datasets are made up of color images and the images are used directly 

without any other pre-processing. The second dataset is derived from the first dataset by performing grayscale 

conversion and facial alignment. The operation flow of the facial alignment process is described in Figure 1. 

Facial landmark detection is first carried out to obtain the landmark points of facial components. The facial 

landmark detector is implemented based on [26]. Next, the centroid of both eyes as well as the angle between 

the two centroids are computed. The rotation matrix is then created based on the angle in the previous step after 

calculating the midpoint between the eyes. The midpoint is situated at the top of the nose, and it will be the 

reference point at which the face is rotated around. Lastly, an affine transformation is applied to align the face 

such that the eyes lie on a horizontal line (i.e., the centroid of eyes lie on the same y-coordinates). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Facial alignment process flow 

 

 

Facial images that failed the facial alignment process (i.e., facial landmarks cannot be detected) are 

omitted, hence the total number of images per emotion class in the resulting second dataset appeared to be 

smaller compared to the first dataset. Some image samples for each of the three emotion classes in both training 

image datasets are shown in Figure 2. The number of image samples for each class in the two datasets is stated 

in Table 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Image samples of training image datasets 
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Table 1. Number of image samples in training image datasets 
 Number of Image Samples 

Angry Happy Sad 

Training Dataset 1: Color & Unaligned Face 2218 2340 1950 

Training Dataset 2: Grayscale & Aligned Face 1359 1496 1240 

 

 

The training process is carried out using several different state-of-the-art CNN models by applying 

transfer learning with Tensorflow deep learning framework version 1.14. A machine running Ubuntu 16.04 OS 

and equipped with GTX1080 GPU with 8 GB DDR5 RAM, 8th-gen i7-8700K CPU with 6 cores of up to  

4.6 GHz is used for the training process. The CNN models used include Inception_v3 [27], NASNET-large 

[28], ResNet-v2_152 [29], MobileNet_v1 [18], and MobileNet_v2 [30]. Each model is fine-tuned and trained 

for 20,000 steps with an initial learning rate of 0.01 and batch size of 100 images. For validation purposes, 

20% of each training dataset is used. To identify the CNN model that can provide optimal speed-accuracy 

trade-off, preliminary testing is performed on the fined-tuned classification models trained with the larger and 

more challenging training dataset 1 (i.e., due to varying color intensity and random face alignment). A relatively 

small, isolated testing dataset with 71, 89, and 90 image samples for the angry, happy, and sad emotion classes 

respectively are prepared for the preliminary testing. Evaluation results are shown in Table 2. Among the  

5 models, NASNet-large gives the highest overall accuracy of 88%. The model with the worst performance is 

ResNet-v2_152 with an overall accuracy of 83%. The accuracy of all models is consistently above 80%. 

 

 

Table 2. Classification accuracy of trained model on preliminary testing dataset 

CNN Model 
Accuracy (%) 

Angry Happy Sad Overall 

Inception-v3 87.32 84.27 84.44 85.20 

N ASNet-large 87.32 87.64 91.11 88.80 

ResNet-v2_152 81.69 85.39 83.33 83.60 

MobileNet-v1_100_224 85.92 89.89 85.56 87.20 

MobileNet-v2_100_224 84.51 89.89 82.22 85.60 

 

 

The five trained models are also evaluated in terms of their computation cost. The computation time 

for each model is measured using the same machine used for the training process. Table 3 shows the 

computation time of each model to classify a single query image. It can be observed that the MobileNet_v1 

gives the best speed-accuracy trade-off with the shortest computation time and just a 1.6% decrement in 

accuracy as compared to NASNet-large. 

 

 

Table 3. Computation time of trained models 
CNN Model Computation time per query image (ms) 

Inception-v3 14.65 

N ASNet-large 46.59 

ResNet-v2_152 19.65 

MobileNet-v1_100_224 2.4 

MobileNet-v2_100_224 3 

 

 

3.2.  Facial emotion recognition pipeline 

The operation flow of the proposed facial emotion recognition pipeline is depicted in Figure 3. The 

process starts off by reading frames from the input video stream. Face detection is then performed on each 

frame with the use of a pre-trained deep-learning face detector from the “dnn” module shipped with OpenCV. 

The face detection model is basically a ResNet10-SSD caffemodel that has been widely used to achieve fast 

and robust face detection. Each detected face region is then cropped out based on their respective bounding 

box specified as a pair of (x-y) coordinates. Next, facial landmarks detection is performed followed by facial 

alignment to obtain a face image patch that is horizontally aligned. The detailed description of the facial 

alignment process is the same as the one used in the dataset preparation process (i.e., training dataset 2). Finally, 

the aligned face image patches are forwarded as input to the trained CNN-based FER classifier to estimate the 

face emotion class (i.e., angry, happy, or sad). 

To prevent prediction flickering, which is common in video classification tasks, a rolling prediction 

averaging mechanism is adopted to keep a list of the last K predictions (i.e., the prediction results of the last K 

frames) output from the FER classifier. The final stabilized emotion label for each detected face region is 

decided based on the emotion class that shows the highest confidence level. The authors found that a K value 
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of 60 is optimal for the task to produce stable results with minimum detection latency. To visualize the FER 

results, the predicted emotion label is overlaid on each frame at the top left corner of each detected face region 

highlighted by a bounding box and consequently converted into video output with a video writer. The entire 

FER pipeline is coded with Python 3 programming language with the help of an image processing library (i.e., 

OpenCV 3), deep learning library (i.e., Tensorflow v1.1.4), and utility module (i.e., VideoStream helper 

function in imutils package). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Overview of proposed facial emotion recognition pipeline 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Two different types of testing datasets are prepared for assessing the recognition accuracy of the 

trained FER model, namely a testing image dataset comprised of 553 facial images and a testing video dataset 

comprised of 162 video sequences. All Image samples in the testing image dataset are isolated and do not 

overlap with the training image datasets. Of the video samples in the testing video dataset, all of them are 

collected online from free stock video websites such as Videezy.com, Pixabay.com, Pexels.com, and 

Videvo.net. The length of video samples ranges from 4 seconds up to 30 seconds. Each video contains only 

one subject and is labeled with just one main facial emotion (i.e., either angry, happy, or sad). The exact number 

of testing samples for each emotion class of the two testing datasets can be found in Table 4. 

 
 

Table 4. Number of testing samples for each emotion class 

Testing Dataset 
Number of Samples 

Angry Happy Sad Total 

Testing Image Dataset 171 246 136 553 

Testing Video Dataset 22 90 50 162 

 

 

To examine the performance difference of the FER model when trained with the two different training 

image datasets (i.e., color-unaligned facial image dataset versus grayscale-aligned facial image dataset), the 

MobileNet_v1 (i.e., the CNN that is identified to provide optimal speed-accuracy trade-off) is retrained on the 

two training datasets with their two hyper-parameters being adjusted iteratively to determine the set of a 

parameter value that can generate the best performing model. The two hyper-parameters are: i) width multiplier 

(WM) with a value set of (0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00) and ii) resolution multiplier (RM) with a value set of (128, 

160, 192, and 224). The function of WM is to uniformly prune each network layer by reducing the number of 

input and output channels. RM is applied implicitly to a network to lower the input resolution by adjusting the 

image resolution. The best-performing model on the two respective training datasets is identified by observing 

the combination of hyper-parameters values that gives the highest final test accuracy generated at the end of 

the training process. Details of the two models are shown in Table 5. 

The evaluation results of the two best-performing models on both image and video testing datasets 

are depicted in Tables 6 and 7 respectively. By observing the results, it can be found that the angry class is the 

most challenging emotion for FER as its accuracy is consistently lower than the other two emotion classes 

regardless of the type of testing datasets. For the testing image dataset, MobileNet_v1_1.00_224 significantly 

outperforms MobileNet_v1_0.75_160 for both happy and sad classes while the latter can achieve better 
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recognition rate for the most challenging angry emotion class. The overall accuracy of both trained models on 

the testing image dataset is comparable to each other with the MobileNet_v1_0.75_160 demonstrating more 

balanced performance (i.e., the difference between the accuracy level across three classes is smaller). 

 

 

Table 5. Details of best performing model 
Training Image Dataset Best Performing Model with Corresponding Hyper-parameter Value 

Training Image Dataset 1 (Color-unaligned facial images) MobileNet_v1_1.00_224 

WM: 1.00, RM: 224, 569M Multi-Adds Computation, 4.24M parameters 

Training Image Dataset 2 (Grayscale-aligned facial images) MobileNet_v1_0.75_160 

WM: 0.75, RM: 160, 162M Multi-Adds Computation, 2.59M parameters 

 

 

Table 6. Evaluation results on testing image  

datasets 

CNN Models 
Accuracy (%) 

Angry Happy Sad Overall 

MobileNet_v1_1.00_224 

(Training Image Dataset 1) 
35.67 91.06 73.53 69.62 

MobileNet_v1_0.75_160 

(Training Image Dataset 2) 
40.35 86.18 64.70 66.72 

 

Table 7. Evaluation results on testing video  

datasets 

CNN Models 
Accuracy (%) 

Angry Happy Sad Overall 

MobileNet_v1_1.00_224 

(Training Image Dataset 1) 
72.73 81.11 92.00 83.33 

MobileNet_v1_0.75_160 

(Training Image Dataset 2) 
77.30 84.40 94.00 86.42 

 

 

 

As for the testing video dataset, the MobileNet_v1_0.75_160 which is trained on the grayscale-aligned 

facial image dataset consistently outperforms the MobileNet_v1_1.00_224 for all three emotion classes. This 

finding implies that the MobileNet_v1_0.75_160 can provide better generalizability in video-based FER tasks 

when the facial expression is transiting from the onset phase to the apex phase and before the offset phase. The 

fact that MobileNet_v1_0.75_160 which is trained with lower-resolution facial images (hence lesser features) 

can perform better suggests that human generally recognizes facial expression in a holistic way without relying 

much on facial features [31]. As such, people who have impaired high-frequency vision will still have no 

difficulty distinguishing different facial expressions as they can just rely on low-frequency visual information. 

In addition, color information is shown to be less useful in the FER task compared to the recognition of natural 

images as the MobileNet_v1_0.75_160 trained with grayscale facial images achieves higher overall recognition 

accuracy. The presence of color information could possibly introduce unwanted distributional shifts in feature 

space that can negatively impact the recognition rates due to the unwanted features focusing on different skin 

colors or facial images taken under varying lighting conditions. To sum up, training a CNN-based FER model 

with grayscale-aligned facial images is preferable as this offers better recognition rates while reducing the 

detection latency (i.e., due to the smaller resolution of the input image and CNN model). 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

This paper presents the implementation of a deep learning-based facial emotion recognition pipeline 

to predict the emotion of facial images found in video sequences. Experimental results show that the 

lightweight MobileNet_v1 can provide the best speed-accuracy trade-off for the FER task. In addition, using 

grayscale and properly aligned facial images as a training dataset was found to produce a better trained FER 

model compared to the use of color images with random face rotation and translation. In future research, gesture 

recognition can be combined together with the proposed FER pipeline to collectively estimate human emotion 

in a more stable and reliable manner. 
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